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WHAT’S ON IN YOUR SOCIETY
THE NEWCASTLE PHILATELIC SOCIETY MEETS 7.30pm SECOND THURSDAY of EACH MONTH
MAYFIELD SENIOR CITIZENS HALL, cnr, PACIFIC HWY & HANBURY STREET , MAYFIELD AND
EACH THIRD WEDNESDAY AT 10.00 a.m. AT STUDIO 48, 46 MACKIE AVENUE, NEW LAMBTON.
VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOME

DATES

DETAILS

Thurs 8 Aug 2019

Annual General Meeting and Awards Night

Wed. 21 Aug 2019

Newcastle Daytime Meeting : 10 am, 48 Mackie Avenue, New Lambton,
Display by John Hill – “HISTORY OF THE 20TH CENTURY ON COVERS”

Sun. 18 Aug 2019

WALLSEND STAMP FAIR

Thurs 12 Sept 2019

Display by Ron Davis - “PADDLING AROUND THE NORTHERN PACIFIC”

Sun 15 Sept 2019

WALLSEND STAMP FAIR

Wed. 18 Sept 2019

Newcastle Daytime Meeting : 10 am, 48 Mackie Avenue, New Lambton,
Display by Ed Burnard “THURN AND TAXIS,AND WURRTEMBERG’

Thurs. 19 Sept 2019

AUCTION NIGNT From from 6.30pm, (details, phone Don Catterall 02 - 4943 5639)

Thurs 10 Oct 2019

Display Roger Eggleton - “MY TREASURE TROVE”

Wed 16 Oct 2019

Newcastle Daytime Meeting : 10 am, 48 Mackie Avenue, New Lambton,
Display by Howard Fisher “AMERICANA”

Sun 20 Oct 2019

WALLSEND STAMP FAIR

Thurs 14 Nov 2019

Display John Moore- “NYASALAND AIRMAIL TO THE WORLD”

Sun. 17 Nov 2019
Wed 20 Nov 2019

WALLSEND STAMP FAIR
Newcastle Daytime Meeting : 10 am, 48 Mackie Avenue, New Lambton,
Display by Roger Eggleton – “CALGARY STAMPEDE”
Display by George Kuszelyk - “HISTORY OF POLAND 1780-1918”
WALLSEND STAMP FAIR

Thurs 12 Dec 2019
Sun 15 Dec 2019
Dec 2019

NO DAYTIME MEETING

*** Optimists invented the aeroplane, pessimists invented the parachute.
-1-
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THE PRESIDENT’S PIECE - August 2019

It has been two years since I took over as president. The time has gone quickly. The role has been both challenging and
rewarding.
In the last two years this Society has celebrated its centenary. We had a cake and celebration at the exact month of the
Centenary, and also hosted a national philatelic exhibition. By all accounts the exhibition was a great success, although
financially we struggled to break even. In spite of this, we have agreed to host another exhibition in October 2020.
Some of our members displayed at the recent Sydney Stamp and Coin Expo. I would like to pass on my congratulations to
those members: Kim Dwyer, Kevin Dwyer, Lionel Savins, Gordon Gibbons, Roger Eggleton and John Moore.
The month of August also marks the retirement from the Committee of some long standing Committee members. Don
Rutherford has been our Treasurer for 30 years. During Don’s time our finances have remained secure, even keeping up
with inflation. Ron Davis has been Newsletter editor, journalist and writer, printer, envelope packer and postman for a long
period of time. Ron’s words are read far and wide : I once had an email from Perth wanting further details regarding one
of his stories. Bernard Doherty has been our Public Officer for many years. He satisfies the statutory requirements that are
needed for us to remain as a Society. But Bernard will still be webmaster and computer guru. I extend my congratulations
to these long serving committee members, who have held important positions and discharged them most professionally over
a long period of time.
As we head into the next year, our one-hundred-and-second continuous year, I can see a bright future for our Society. If you
would like to be on the Committee, the business part of the Society, please ask John (Secretary) or any Committee member
or myself, or nominate yourself at the AGM. Come along as an observer and learn how the Society functions.
At our monthly meetings we have displays of member’s collections. Some displays are worthy of winning awards, others
are very interesting without being expensive. Even the simplest collections are interesting. These displays are shown at our
monthly night time meetings, and a different display at the Daytime meetings. Everyone is welcome to come along, view
the displays and stay for supper or morning tea and a chat. (We are always looking for displayers).
Finally, some of our members have illnesses which slow them down, or put them on the sick list. On behalf of everyone,
I wish them all a speedy recovery.
As always, happy collecting,
Greg Laidler, President
*************************************************

SWAP & SALE NIGHT, JULY 25th 2019

Unfortunately this night was advertised incorrectly, and disappointed people were not impressed by having
turned up to an empty hall. We sincerely apologise for that, and it will not happen again.
On the correct night however, we went ahead but numbers were quite a bit lower than normal. Those that did
come along enjoyed the night and sales were more than useful - for instance I was able to sell a lot of the late
Gordon Shearer’s material which had been donated to the Society, plus plenty more.
Seven of our members took tables and most were busy. Twenty eight people came along to buy, but this number
did include a couple of non-collector wives who brightened the night with their presence. We were very pleased
to have Steve Burton along with his huge stock, and he had plenty to interest his customers.
Finally, in addition there were also a couple of people from the general public who came to try to dispose of their
items, so some of our publicity had got though correctly.
Please remember that our auctions and sales nights are always on the Thursday immediately following the
Wallsend Stamp Fair. Our Thanks to all who supported this event !
Happy Collecting,
Don Catterall, Convenor.

***************************

THE SECRETARY’S SNIPPETS – August 2019

There are still a few vacancies for displayers at our night-time meetings from February to July 2020. Your offer to display would be
appreciated as offers to display during the 2020/2021 period. I know the later is looking a fair way ahead, but time does creep up on
us, plus I have very limited time these days to be chasing up displayers. If you wish to display, please see me at one of our meetings or
contact by email : moore.john@optusnet.com.au . Please no phone calls as they will invariably go to a message bank as I am often of
out of mobile range.
It is now a little over 12 months to the next Newcastle Exhibition on 2nd to 4th October, 2020. I am aware of strong support from the
philatelic world for this exhibition and very keen interest from the various world Royal Philatelic Societies to enter teams. This promises
to ensure that the quality of material exhibited will be of the highest standard, material that is most often only exhibited at major world
exhibitions.
- John Moore, Secretary -
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COCONUT – THE PALM OF LIFE –

Display by JOHN MOORE, Thursday 9th May 2019
John started collecting coconuts 20 years ago. He had started expanding Indonesia
and Fiji, and discovered they had coconuts on stamps. Some bloke in America has
an exhibit on coconuts, but it is different from John’s. John didn’t know anyone in
Australia collecting them.
The display is in the OPEN Class,and was on 48 one-and-a-third width A4 pages, equal
to 60 A4 pages. In the open class, non-philatelic items must not exceed 50% of the
exhibit, and the non-philatelic must not overpower the philatelic material. John’s
display included just about everything – a mind-boggling lot of postal cards, proofs,
booklets, specimens, cancellations, maxi-cards, airgraphs, prestige booklets, sheetlets,
banknotes, radio cards, newspaper clippings, prestamped envelopes, stereo cards,
badges, mourning labels, coasters, war bonds, shoulder patches, cigarette papers, recipe books, and
match box labels. The match box labels were of different designs, different sizes, and some had overprints
on them! There was a tram ticket with an advertisement of coconut “stuff” on the back. And, of course,
there were stamps!
The coconut originated in South-East Asia. Coconuts, a tropical plant, will grow as far south as Sydney,
but will not fruit. Coconuts exist in Florida in the U.S.A.. The Cocos-Keeling Islands produced a calendar
in 1991, showing an unadopted coconut design in a competition from Elaugi, aged 16 years, from Tonga.
Tin Can Island is also known as Tonga’s Nuifo’ou Island, the name meaning “many new coconuts”, NUI
meaning coconut.
Coconut oil is a substitute for diesel. And, during World War 2, the fluid from a green coconut was often
used in transfusions in forward lines as a blood serum. This sterile fluid turned to milk in a mature
coconut, and couldn’t be used.
A very unusual display indeed !!

- RJD –
***********************************

I had previously thought that 19 letters in Australia’s longest place name was the most, but I have since
discovered a 26-letter placename – Australia’s longest. They don’t have a post office !

Mamungkukumpurangkuntjuna

Mamungkukumpurangkuntjunya is a hill within South Australia and is south of The Everard Ranges, northwest of
Puyamultjunya and west of Mount Etitinna. Mamungkukumpurangkuntjunya has an elevation of 609 metres. The
name means “where the devil urinates” in the Pitjanjatjara language (a “mama” is a bad spirit). The hill is located
108.8 kilometres west-north-west of Marla (on the North-South highway), and WNW of Coober Pedy, and is not shown
on any maps..
It depends upon what book you’re reading, but
THE LONGEST RECOGNISED PLACE NAME IN AUSTRALIA
is a lake in South Australia, 96 kilometres from Lake Eyre.
LAKE CADIBARRAWIRRACANNA has 19 letters in its name. This is shown in the Guinness Book of Records,
which also recorded a small spring in Central Australia called locally WARRALILLIALILLIALILLIA (23 letters).
Another “unofficial” name is a tiny dry salt-lake in South Australia, LAKE MIRRANPONGAPONGUNNA (also 19
letters). However, A.W.Reed in his “Place Names of Australia” lists as a possible competitor another Aboriginal
word, CARDIVILLAWARRACURRACURRACURRIEAPPALARNDOO (42 letters), meaning “the reflection of the
stars in the lake water”. But this, fortunately, is not yet officially recognised as a named place. The Reverend
John Flynn, founder of the Flying Doctor Service, in the 1930’s, cited the name of a lake in the Northern Territory
as LAKE WARRAWARRA0IRALILIULLAMALULAC0UPALUNYA (38 letters). The meaning of this word is not
known. The SHORTEST PLACE NAMES IN AUSTRALIA pale to insignificance, with names like UKI, KEW,
AYR, CUE, TIA, and HAY. There don’t appear to be any recorded 2-letter or
1-letter names, like BA in Fiji, AU in Switzerland, or Y and Ă in France and Denmark respectively.
The careful use of the word “official” means something - the longest UNofficlal native-language name for
BANGKOK has 167 letters!! No, I won’t show it here !
- RJD *** AGING seems to be the only available way to live a long time.
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A PHILATELIC QUIZ – Compiled by DON CATTERALL
Thursday 13th June 2019

1. Who is this explorer.
Abel Tasman					
What Nationality. ?
Dutch					
3 things named after him. TASMANIA, Sea, River, Glacier, Bridge etc.

Everyone complained about it being “hard”.
Perhaps they didn’t know the answers??
Here are three examples.

11. Who is this gentleman ? Henry Parkes				
The maximum one could get was 75 points. Coming
How is he remembered ? Father of Federation.			
First (for the fourth time!) was JOHN HILL with 50, and
Stamp Issue celebrates ? Centenary of his speech at Tenterfield. Second was ROSS ZIMMERMANN with 48.
19.Who is credited with design of this issue ? Blamire Young.		
There were 25 questions, each with three parts, each
What does OS represent ?
Official Service.			
part worth one point.
What WMK will this stamp be ? First, (All large OS)			
Well compiled, Don !!

************************************************************************

INSURANCE FOR YOUR STAMP COLLECTION

This article was written in England some years ago, but has been amended for Australian collectors.
You can insure virtually anything if you go the right way about it.
So, for those of you whose collections are uninsured - you would be surprised how little ‘dedicated’ stamp insurance costs - as little
as £30 ($A70) a year is the cost of insuring the average collection (but that’s an old figure – it would be at least double by now). Take
a tip from me - this is money well spent - BUT here’s a supplementary tip - don’t (whatever you do) add your collection onto your
house-hold contents insurance.....We have a client whose collection was stolen recently, who is currently embroiled in a claim with
a household contents insurer who is being offered literally nothing - based upon a technicality. He is about to lose £6,000 (A13,200)
unless the Ombudsman rules in his favour. Update: He lost £6,000.
Who do we recommend? We make no money by recommending them, but “Status Stamp Auctions” in Sydney is one. Then there’s
Edlins in Canberra, Abacus Auctions in Melbourne, Ace Auctions in Perth, and for coin collectors, I.S.Wright, in Sydney, is a specialist
coin collection auctioneer.
Try contacting them, or one of the other specialised stamp insurers (for overseas subscribers, go to ‘Stamp Trade Tips’ - there are
sure to be specialist insurers in most major countries) - it should prove money well spent and considerable peace of mind. You can
find them at: www.stampinsurance.co.uk
Just to give you an idea of how little this may cost you - depending upon your circumstances or location: £6,000 cover costs £25
($A55) per year, and £10,000 cover costs £37 ($A82) per year (again, old figures).
TRUE STAMP INSURANCE STORIES:
1)
. Household insurers do not understand stamps - so their premium for your stamps is ‘rolled’ into their quotation, but may
be totally disproportionate. One client took our advice and removed stamps from his household insurance and saved £200 ($A440).
Then he insured with a specialist stamp insurer for £60 ($A132) – old figures.
2)
. Stamp insurers pay out. Household insurers find every excuse they can not to pay out. Their ‘claims handlers’ actually
look for discrepancies when a claim is being made - a recent one is a client had 3 different countries in his collection insured for
£6,000 (A13,200). The collection was stolen. The household insurer offered to pay out on one collection only for £2,000 ($A4400)
claiming that there were in fact 3 collections not all disclosed to the insurer. In the end the client actually received nothing, as they
found another reason not to pay out - even though our firm was able to substantiate a large part of the collector’s claim - by precisely
telling them what had been stolen - as our company had supplied many of the stamps. In the end, the collector gave up - dealing
with them, he was losing the will to live - which of course is the result that they wanted.

Andrew McGavin
Managing Director: Universal Philatelic Auctions

** A 22-YEAR-OLD Korean man has been accused of gorging himself on fried chicken and drinking lots of alcohol in a
bid to gain weight and be declared unfit for military service. In South Korea, all able-bodied men between the ages
of 18 and 35 are required to serve in the military for at least 21 months. A court dismissed the charge.
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AUSTRALIAN SLOGAN CANCELS, a display by GREG LAIDLER
Thursday 11th July 2019
Greg has been collecting slogan cancels for 40 years, since the early 1980’s. His first reference book was Dennis
Waller, 1979, which covered all postmarks, circular and others, both hand held and machine. Then there was
Robin Occleshaw’s two volumes – Common postmarks, and Definitive, with over 750 listed types and variations,
from 1917 to 1989. But Greg only had 300 in his display.
The first machine cancels were in 1901. There were two continuous roller wheels, with the impression on one
of them (with two impressions on the one wheel), and the envelope went
between them. One of the common slogans in November 1917 was “Help to
Win the War”. In the 1920’s, the PMG ran the post office and the telephones,
and the slogan cancels were used to convey messages – some types being
used for more than 60 years.
The slogans were made by different contractors, and so there was lots of variation in them – the type of pictures,
or being in 2, 3 ,4, or 5 lines.

was reusable for different years.

In 1926-1929, Air Mail slugs were especially used for the Adelaide to Perth to
Adelaide service, and a special Air Mail stamp was produced in March 1931,
together with a “Air Mail Saves Time” slogan cancels with aeroplanes on
them. They were different in different towns, and some were only used on
overseas mail. An “Australia Day 26th January” slogan, but without a date,

Recycling came to the fore in July 1940, when “Save Waste Paper, Metals, Bones, Rags” was used on postage
during the German bombing raids on English cities and in the United Kingdom.
Even foreign languages were used - “Demandez les Produits Australien” was
a July 1938 cancel. “Prevent Bush Fires” was most prolific, and was first
introduced in 1932. It was re-used many times, including recently, and at
many post offices.
A “Use the Air Mail” cancel was ignored if there was insufficient postage – it
went by sea or rail.
And there were many others – “Visit Sunny Australia” was a 1935 and 1934 cancel, but was reused in 1942 when
Japan and the USA were the main ones interested in Australia. There were “Pour
Cold Water on Burns”, and “Check Address” with long and short wedges, and
“Grow More Wheat” in 1930-1932 during the Depression assumed the wheat would
be exported.
The “Post Before Four O’clock” cancel was
dropped in recent times because it became
redundant.
Some Santas (and some early aircraft) on slogan
cancels were very peculiar indeed !
And lastly, New Zealand cancels were more forthright : “Kill That Possum”, and
“Rabbits Are Ruin – Kill Them”.
Bloodthirsty !!
– RJD –

********************************

A poster made of stamps by ERIC BARLOW.
It is still in the process of being completed,
July 2019.
*** You can complain because roses have thorns, or you can rejoice because thorns have roses.
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AUSTRALIA’S SOLO STAMP FOR COMMONWEALTH GAMES, 2018
Australia has released a single stamp to celebrate the Commonwealth Games,
which were held from April 4-15, 2018, in Gold Coast, Queensland.
The $1 value is based on the official emblem of the event, featuring the figures of
a gymnast, a hurdler and a swimmer. The motif is said to be inspired by the bold
colours of the Gold Coast landscape.
More than 6,500 athletes and officials gathered from 70 nations to compete
across 18 sports, in the largest sporting event in Australia this decade.
This was the fifth time the country has hosted the Commonwealth Games. There
were no stamps issued for Sydney in 1938, but two for Perth in 1962 and four for
Brisbane in 1982. Melbourne in 2006 was heralded by four stamps and followed
by 17 miniature sheets, mostly celebrating Australian gold medal winners.
Newcastle Philatelic Society Newsletter, August 2019
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*** ARE THERE ANTS IN YOUR PLANTS?

Many people think that ants are a pestiferous menace to plants that may grow in one’s home or garden.
However, the findings of Dr. David Inouye of the University of Maryland offer some rather interesting
sidelights about the activities of these little creatures. It appears that ants scamper up and down the
stems of plants because they relish dining on their floral nectar. Furthermore, because they are of a
militaristic nature, they will aggressively chase away other insects who may dare to encroach on their
staked-out territory with its sweet treasure. Thus ants are really good, natural protectors against many
destructive insects that seek to devour more of the plant than merely its nectar.
– Ron Davis Our “special” article comes from the author of the “Biggles” series of adventure books;

….. by Capt. W.E.Johns
Although pearls in jewellery have long been featured on stamps from Czechoslovakia, France
and other countries, AUSTRALIA POST did not honour the industry which was so important in
Broome, Thursday Island and other pearling ports, until 1996.
Pearl oysters are found in all tropical seas, although fewer than one in a thousand
produces a pearl.
Pearls vary greatly in quality and therefore in value.
They occur
in many shapes, sizes and colours: in size from tiny “seed” pearls to (very occasionally)
one the size of a thrush’s egg, or even larger.
In form it may be round, pear shaped
or a “freak”, be pure white, through cream to yellow, pale pink, rose pink, brown, grey,
through dark green to black.
A pearl may have a coarse texture or the smooth skin that produces the finest lustre,
or “orient” as it is called. Some have a metallic sheen.
No two localities produce
exactly the same kind of pearl, although all are formed in the same way, in a series of
“skins” in the manner of an onion.
Size is governed by the health and strength of the
oyster; that is to say, a sick or weak oyster cannot produce a large pearl for the simple
reason that it does not possess sufficient secretion, the nacreous solution of which the
pearl is formed.
Colour depends on the mineral or vegetable salts in the water where the oyster happens
to be born, or on the bed of the sea where it spends its life.
It is on all these things
that the value of a pearl depends.
A blemish, such as a crack or a small hole, reduces
the value.
A pearl, absolutely round and perfect in every way, is rare.
The best
pearls in the world are found in the Persian Gulf, although those from round the coast of
Ceylon follow close.
A pearl is formed in this way.
The oyster, in order to feed, must open its shell.
Should any unwanted object enter and touch the tender flesh - a grain of sand or perhaps
a tiny living organism - the oyster protects itself by squirting it with a nacreous fluid
which completely envelopes it.
This, on hardening, becomes a pearl.
It can remain
loose or it may stick to the mother-of-pearl lining of the shell causing what is called a
blister, of little market value.
** A TEACHER was arrested after she downed four shots of vodka during class at a school in Georgetown in
Kentucky, U.S.A.. Brook Ellen West was arrested on charges of public intoxication and endangering the welfare of
a minor. Police allege West smelled of alcohol and was unsteady on her feet while working as a substitute teacher
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THE NEWCASTLE DAYTIME MEETINGS,
at 46 Mackie Avenue (next to Studio 48), New Lambton,

at 10 a.m. on the THIRD Wednesday of each month (except December).

SIX PAGES PER PERSON – Wednesday 15th May 2019

Nine members had brought along their six pages, which all created quite a lot of interest. . They were :
RON DAVIS – SIX HARDLY-EVER-HEARD-OF COUNTRIES : Allied Occupation of FIUME, Grand Duchy of
TUSCANY, German LÜBECK, Italian Post Offices in VALONA in Albania, Italian Occupation
of MONTENEGRO, and Italian Post Office in SCUTARI in Albania.
CAROL DAVIS – IDIOSYNCRASIES OF STAMP COLLECTORS – quite weird !
RUSSELL GODDARD – MEMORIES OF 2006 : the Athletics family mourns the passing of Kerryn McCann
on FDC’s.
DON RUTHERFORD – AUSTRALIAN SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS 1939-1945.
ANNA HILL- ANIMALS AND COINS OF THE BIBLE : a Widow’s mite, a Judas shekel - a tetradrachm
(Judas was paid with 30 staters), a Caesar Coin (a tribute coin).
JOHN HILL - AIR MAIL : FDC’s 15 July 1940, Concessional postage rates by Australian troops from 18-121939, the Horseshoe Airmail flying boat service - Sydney-Singapore-Cairo-Durban, necessary when Italy entered WW2
on 10-6-1940.
GREG LAIDLER - AUSTRALIA AROUND THE WORLD : Australia-India-London, the UK Telephone Service, covers with
telephone-related machine slogan cancels.
DON CATTERALL – POSTCARDS OF PARIS : Notre Dame, general pictures of the Arc de Triomph, Sacre Coeur, Eiffel Tower,
Bastille, Palais de Justice, L’Opera, Hotel de Ville, and the Bois de Boulogne.
ROGER EGGLETON - EDUCATING NEWCASTLE : Primary Schools, correspondence with local Primary Schools beginning
with A to J.
And Greg, Lorna, Sandra and Leanne were at the meeting too.

FROM THE BLACK SEA TO THE BALTIC

– Wednesday 19th JUNE 2019

- a display by RON DAVIS

This area of Europe was involved in the turmoil following the Russian Revolution of 1917, and of the
Second World War 1939-45, and of the collapse and breakup of the Soviet Union in the
1990’s. It covered the countries around the west and north of the Black Sea – Bulgaria,
Rumania, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Russia, and some of the
smaller countries between, like Aalborg, Aunus, Kazakhstan, Batum, Belarus, Memel and
North Ingermanland.

MY FAMILY HISTORY ON STAMPS – WORLD WAR 2 – India and the Philippines
Wednesday 19th July 2019 - a display by HOWARD BRIDGMAN

Howard Bridgman Ist was a church minister. HOWARD BRIDGMAN II was our Howard Bridgman’s father, who
was serving on USS Gilliam, an attack transport ship, in the Philippines area, being assigned to it in 1944.
Howard used material obtained decades ago to illustrate his display – 1942-1945 stamps of the appropriate
countries – Japan, China, the Philippines, U.S.A. and India, including maps, post office covers, sheetlets, etc.
Howard’s uncle (on his mother’s side), CLEAVELAND FLOYD, was a pilot in the U.S.A. army air force, and was
stationed at TEZPUR in Assam, India, near the Chinese border, and was “flying the Hump”. Howard showed
Indian covers from Tezpur, and postal issues from India. In 1944, the Indian issues were overprinted in Arabic
by different countries on the Arabian peninsula, e.g. Muscat. Cleaveland Floyd died in an air crash on 21
January 1944.
Howard Bridgman II and the USS Gilliam were not directly involved in the Battle of Leyte – 23-26 October
1944, of which Howard had several sheetlets. Leyte is in the central Philippines. The battle all but destroyed
Japanese naval power. In 1942-43, U.S.A. stamps issued were commemoratives focussed on encouragement
to win the War. On the other hand, Japanese stamps had little emphasis on the War, and everyday life was
depicted – mostly shrines, leadership figures, and Mount Fuji - apart from 4 issues. They also had a wide range
of issues associated with Japanese Occupation of the Philippines, and with Japanese Occupation of China,
1943-44. After the War, Howard’s father had a successful career at Tufts University, Medford, Massachusets,
as a Professor of Economics.
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A FEW THOUGHTS ON KILOWARE

by RON DAVIS

KILOWARE (and also “Mission Mixture”) is a (usually) large quantity of stamps, still
on paper, usually unsorted, and offered in bulk lots by weight.
“Stamp News” carries
advertising offering kiloware of various descriptions and at a range of prices.

The basic objective of buying kiloware is to accumulate material at the least possible cost.
But beware!
It has been described as one of the most messy, time-consuming, and boring
methods of obtaining stamps!
Why bother with it at all?

Three basic purposes could be:
(1) Overseas exchange partners invariably request Australian material. Kiloware provides an
excellent source for this need.
(2)Even more recent and current issues still show flaws, shades, variations, etc. To be able
to identify these means looking at large numbers of copies of the same stamp.
Kiloware
is an excellent study source.
(3)
If you dabble in postmarks, cancellations, or other oddities, kiloware provides a
good source.
If you make lampshades, table mats or coffee tables out of stamps, you need
kiloware!
Australian “unsorted” mixtures sell at around $20 to $25 per kilogram (old prices!).
These should yield 1700 to 2000 stamps per kilogram - other kiloware material can be as low
as 1300 stamps per kilogram.
Of these, between 1 7 and 20 stamps could be described as
“finds” - stamps which cause considerable jubilation! If your kiloware is genuinely unsorted,
don’t be surprised if you discard up to 30% of your initial material, due to heavy cancels
(unless you collect postmarks!), damage, absolute boredom with 20-cent Little Grebes or 27cent Tree Frogs, or other reasons.

Betwwen 80% and 85% of your kiloware will be backing paper, wastage, damaged, etc.
Hence,
only some 1 5 to 16% is actually usable stamps!
So, it is not necessarily a cheap way to
get stamps!
Mr. K.P.Breitkopf, of the Philatelic Society of Canberra, a keen kiloware man,
has commented :”Kiloware is 90% rubbish, while the other 10% is not necessarily better except for a very small portion.
The retention of items from kiloware is about 1% (“the
finds”), so the other 99% will need to be disposed of. It is not everybody’s cup of tea”!
Luckily, all you need to process kiloware is several bowls, a handbasin or even a bath, warm
water, and patience !
- Ron Davis - **
** A STUDY has found that men with beards carry more
germs than dogs. Swiss researchers tested the facial hair of
men and dog fur from various breeds. The researchers found a
significantly higher bacterial load in the men's beards compared
with the dog fur. Some beards had microbes that can threaten

humans.

